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’Desire To Destroy,’ Attorney General Says

Traditions Ousted With New Student Government
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of two articles
discussing problems Student Council members are
confronted with this year in student g ***** ment.
Tomorrow’s story will relate reflections of various
ASB officers on their new government.

By BAltBARA MeltINNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"The present administration has one desire
and that is to destroy anything that smacks
of tradition," Gerry Ftoney, ASB attorney
general, declared as he related his opinions
on this year’s ASB government.
"You have to have tradition." Roney stated,
’’because everything is built upon tradition.
But the liberals are substituting revolutionary things just becau.se they are revolutionary in their attempts to destroy all tradition.
"SJS is basically a consemative campus."
he continued, ’and the liberal leaders are
simply not reflecting this philosophy."
According to Roney ,the student government
is "going out of its way to avoid the more conservative elements on the council. The new
government has changed the emphasis of its
programs to social welfare, and the old fraternity power structure ha.s been relegated
to these liberal measures," he said.
Roney, who served on Student Council for
two years, explained there was definitely a

breakdown in conununication and what he
termed "political in-fighting" between the
council and the executive branch of the student government.
A fair cros.s-section of council members expressed their feelings about the communication probletn.
Roger Lette, senior representative, claimed
nobody comes to the meetings.
"I don’t know why they don’t come." he said,
"but we can’t do anything if they don’t
show."
Lette believes Student Council members suffer from a luck of conununication among themselves as well as with the exeeutive branch.
"Miner hasn’t told people what he’s going to
do and how, and the only way I find out is from
reading the Spartan Daily." he declined.
LACK OF COMMUNICATION
Another senior representative, Eugene Stone,
agreed with Lette that there was a luck of communication but that it vvas not all the president’s fault.
"Miner seems to be real fair and he leaves
a lot of thino to the council because he’s really
busy himself, but many of the members simply
depend on Dick to get things done," Stone
explained.
Stone mentioned that many issues requiring
decisions by council members are not even seen

until the members attend council meetings.
According to Dave Aikman. ASB treasurer,
Student Council members have all the information they need in order to do their job.
"If there am members confused arid uninformed it’s because they don’t read what’s in
their mail box," Aikman declared. "If they
arrive at council mirtings and find themselves in a daze, it’s their WTI fault."
Aikman described student government in
the past as composed of people with the longest list of extra-curricular activities.
Robby Schnitzer, ASB secretaiy, has revamped applications for ASB government this
yeitr. The new applications have blanks for a
name, year in school and address.
"We don’t care how many things you’ve participated in," Miss Schnitzer declared.
Steve Campbell, sophomore representative,
said there wa.s definitely a lack of enthusiasm
in Student Cotincil. "But more importantly,"
he said, "there’s a lack of conununication between students and the councilmen."
Campbell explained lhat what was needed
to keep council members in tune with student
government was a place for them to meet with
students to discuss problems.
"I’m probably one of the more con.servative
members on the council," Crunpbell revealed,
"but I don’t believe, as several other council

Council To Consider
Constitution Revision

COUNCIL COM7IRISSIONERS
"We have discussed the commission form of government," Miner
said.’ "Council members would
consist of commissionels, (i.e. commissioner of rallies). Under this
system, everyone would have a Job
to do." he continued.
Council would meet infrequently,
if at all, Miner indicated. "The

Today’s Weather
Sunny. balmy &IV% with temperatures edging into the middle 70’s are in store for Spartonnes tor the next two or three
days. An oreamional high cloud
will float over just to make the
sky look interesting. High today:

nain duties of the council are to
pass the budget, adopt policies,
and deal with day-to-day emergencies," Miner said.
The council would not have to
meet, if the executive branch were
doing its job or if they were doing
no job at all. according to Miner.
The committee’s proposal for an
alternate fotm of executive alignment calls for the ASB vice president, who is council chairman, to
be elected from student councilmen, instead of in an ASB election.
Presidential and vice presidential candidates would run ilS a
ticket under this system. There
have been conflicts between presidents and vice presidents in past
years, Miner indicated.
ELIMINATE CONFLICT
"Presidents and vice presidents
have been elected who disagree or
just can’t work together," Miner
said. This system would eliminate
these conflicts, he indicated. The
vice president would take the place
of the present executive secretary
position.
The present election code does
not permit political parties to run
a slate in ASB election.s. Two or
more candidates constitute a party.
If this system were approved by
council and the students, the election code would be changed.
’The artificial separation of student government into the judicial,
legislative, and executive does not
work on a short range ba.sis,"
Miner said. "It’s fine on a longrange basis, such as the U.S. government, but we’ve found the past
few years it doesn’t work at SJS,"
he concluded.
These alternatives are an attempt to find a more effective system for SJS student goverrunent,
according to Miner.

Ninth Congressional District
Candidate To Address Rally
Larry Fargher. candidate for thei The candidate for "law and orNinth Congressional District, will I der" believes that our "Great Someet with students at a Seventh Iciety" must establish a fixed set
of spending priorities.
Street rally today at 12:15 p.m.
Fargher, who was a former
mayor of Santa Clara, now serves
as a city councilman on that
council.
He also spearheaded the establishment of the International Swim
Center in Santa Clara which has
sent several members to the
Olympics.
The 36-year-old father of four
boys and a girl, is a graduate of
the University of Omaha with degrees in engineering and business
administration. Ile also holds a
master of business administration
degree from the University of
Santa Clara.
His viewpoints on Vietnam and
national defense are that the U.S.
should help build a strong army
in South Vietnam so that the
United States can gradually withdraw.
ne candidate’s visit to SJS is
sponsored by the Young Republicans, the Politieal Science DeLARRY FARGHER
partment and the Student Activi... on Seventh Street ties Board,

and his newspaper it’d he a lot better if
things were tnessed up," he joked, "but the
real truth is vve’re cooking over here and
we’re going to help Dick Miner get his programs on the road and tnoving."
There was talk of Student Council falling
apart vvhen it failed to achieve u quorum
three consecutive times.
As Crocker said, the quorum story made
great news, but when a little investigating
was dune it vvas discovered only one regularly scheduled meeting lacked a quorum.
The two others were special Student Council
meetings, he said.
A little more investigating found the lack
of quorum due to four resignations made
over the summer.
According to ASB Vice President Bill
Langan, those resignations were for "very
good reasons."
One girl enlisted in the Peace Corps, another student decided to go to law school
and two others failed to qualify for senior
representatives due to insufficient grade
point averages.
If the quorum problem is in fact solved,
the statements expressed by various council members and by the Attorney General
still indicate some dissatisfaction with the
present administration.
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An attempt to revamp the structure of student government will
be considered by Student Council
this afternoon.
Three alternate systems will be
presented to council by ASB President Dick Miner, head of the
Constitutional Revision Committee.
The alternatives are: 1) An alternate form of representation, 2)
An alternate form of the legislative branch, or 3) An alternate
form of executive alignment.
The committee will recommend
a reduction in council members,
with 13 instead of 21, and representation by schools, proportionate
lower, upper, and graduate divisions. These divisions will be adjusted each year according to enrollment figures, Miner indicated.
Miner and ASB Vice President
Bill Langan head the committee
which plans to present the revised
constitution to students at freshmen elections, Oct. 29-30. It must
be approved by council before going to the students.

mentimrs, that thole is a power SI Mel III
student government this year.
"There is reasonable doubt in my mind about
Miner, beeauNe I know he has a chance to pad
the council with his own cohorts, but he has the
right to do this and it’s good politics anyway."
Campbell said.
Larry McCloud, juttior representative on
council, describes hiffltieif LIE "the leader of the
opposition" on the student council.
He CialMS the people who have left council
are "no great loss," (referring to the four people who resigned this sununer) but that there
are a lot of "rubber stamp votes" sitting on
council presently.
LIBERAL CAI.IBER
McCloud believes Miner will "pack" the
council with people of a liberal caliber, but
he said, "If I were president I’d appoint people amenable to my thinking, too.
"I disagree with student government this
year because I think the interest of the average student is being overlooked," McCloud
said. "Over $40,000 is going to minority
groups alone."
A positive traction to Student Council
came from Graduate Representative Bob
Crocker when he said: "This is one of the
finest councils this school has ever seen.
"I realize that for the sake of a reporter
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Chicanos
Protest
Column

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SilaiaM2trAls

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Press
WASHINGTON
Supreme
Court Justice Hugo L. Black,
speaking for the majority, declared Ohio couldn’t keep Independent Party candidate George
Wallace off its ballot, thus keeping the former Alabama governor
on all 50 state ballots.

Three hundred copies of the
Spartan Daily yesterday were
ripped up and thrown into the
SJS fountain by 20 angry Chicano
students, mostly women, who
charged a sports column on the
Olympics affronted Mexico and
SACRAMENTO Max Rafferty
Mexican people.
said yesterday if elected Senator
The papers were gathered from he would
try to withhold federal
Daily boxes near Seventh Street
grants to colleges unless they
adopted and enforced "strict regulations against mob violence on
For niltorial Opinion
their campuses."
See Page 2
and carried to the fountain. The
Chicanos circled it, each with a
pile of papers.
Dan Hernandez, Mexican American Students Confederation
(MASC) spokesman, read to a
gathering of 100 persons some
paragraphs from a Mod, City
based coltunn by Daily Sports
Editor Mike Elvitsky.
Although he had not taken part
in the incident, Hernandez expressed his sympathies for the actions of the women.
"We’re not out here for publicity. These young girls are just
sick and tired of this Frito-Bandito," he said.
"The story in the Spartan Daily
is just an example of what’s going
on."
Rosa Soto, one of the girls, added
that it was bad enough to see
pictures of Rafferty eating grapes
but "this mocks a principle . . .
you don’t mock a principle."
Daily Editor Phil Stone said,
"This act did nothing to solve the
conflict. It was an irrational thing
to do.
"The rational thing would have
been to come to the office and discuss with us their objections to the
story. Then both groups could
have taken constructive action
together."

Talk Cancelled
Due to Strike
Faculty Issik talk by Dr. Harry
Gailey, proftssor of history, originally scheduled for today at
noon has been postponed because
of the continuing cafeteria strike,
according to Dr. Ved P. Shartna,
chairman of the faculty book talk
committee.

No. 16
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HOUSTON The Apollo 7 astronauts took America on a televised tour of the world’s highest
sick room yesterday and ignored
their colds long enbugh to perform
some zero-gravity acrobatics.
MIAMI, FLA.
Speaking at
the site of his nomination in August, Republican candidate Richard
M. Nixon said Vice President
Hubert II. Humphrey is "panicking now," and the campaign of
George Wallace is "showing erosion."

Unanimous Vote

Weakened Recruitment Bill
Approved by Academic Council
A vastly watered-down resolution un placement and recruiting
was accepted Monday by the Academic Council.
The same Ad Hoc Committee on
Placement that two weeks ago
suggested a moratorium on placement services for Dow Chemical
Company and the United States
military presented the resolution
to the council.
The new stand, adopted unanimously, calls for Academic Council
to urge Pres. Robert D. Clark and
State College Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke "to make every effort to
convince the Board of Trustees
that full authority on placement
and recruitment policies be restored to the individual college
presidents."
The former moratorium resolution was nut acted upon by the
council.
Pres. Clark explained he had
raised questions to the legality
of the moratorium because he
believed it was clearly. contrary
to the Board of Trustees policy.

The Board emergency policy,
handed down in the fall semester
of 1967, stated that all state college campuses would be open to
any and all recruiters.
Pres. Clark said he will refer

Frosh Candidate
Meeting Moved
To College Union
The frosh representative and
Academic
Council
candidate’s
meeting scheduled for 4 p.m. Friday in Cafeteria A and B has been
moved to the council chambers
in the College Union Building.
Applicants for frosh representative and Academic Council must
turn in their applications before
the 4 p.m. meeting.
According to Christine Shirlie,
election board chairman, applications are still available in the College Union.

the matter to the Chancelbar’s
office, although he has "no way
of knowing when or if the Board
will give recognition to the topic."
Marshall Bean, associate professor of business and interim
chairman of the ad hoc committee,
pointed out that the moratorium
resolution was decided on the basis
of a spring, 1968 resolution of
the Board of Trustees which never
passed.
This resolution called for the
placement officer at each state
college to determine that college’s
policies in conjunction with the
faculty.
Acctirding to Bean, the committee will continue debating the
function of the placement office,
but no further resolutions are
expected in the immediate future.
Commenting on the resolution,
ASB Pres. Dick Miner said, "I
don’t think Academic Council’s
decision will have much effect
on the Turstees’ policy unless accompanied by similar declarations
by other state colleges."

z

Cafeteria Strike
Enters 10th Day;
Meetings Continue
As the strike against the Spartan cafeteria continues int() its
10th day, negotiations between
union and management are taking
place.
At 9 a.m. this morning representatives from the Union of State
Employees (USE) Local 411,
members of the Spartan Shops
Negotiating Committee, and members of the State Conciliatory
Board gathered in the sixth floor
nf the library to try bringing the
strike to an end.
The meeting, scheduled to last
until noon, is the first time that
labor and management have come
together since the strike began.
This morning’s meeting was
called by the State Conciliatory
Board at the suggestion of Spartaut Shops Inc., the student -financed organization which operates
the cafeteria.

*le

PRES. ROBERT CLARK addresses the second
meeting of Academic Council during discussion
on a resolution to convince Board of Trustees
that authority on placement and recruitment
should rest with the individual state colleges.
The resolution was suggested by an Ad Hoc
Committee on Placement, with Marshall Bean,

associate professor of business, as temporary
chairman. The Academic Council is composed
of faculty, administrators and students, and
meets bi-weekly to discuss and formulate policies affecting almost anything and everything
related to the SJS campus.
.-Pkoto by Deno Kelly
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An Irrational Act
1111 tilt’. C:1111-
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gather as many copies of the

’111- ilk(’ action’ against an eeot they
oli-like before they sit down and talk

paper as possible and destroy then’.

about it.
example

between two

by Ilexicati %tnerican students in ripping up smite :100 copies of the Sparanol dumping them in the

tan

organizations. the

irrational act did not stoke anything.

yesterday’s ace

Wit,.

\part from causing some animosity

It would hate been an easy matter
for their student spokesmen to come
and tell us their reaction

tll

the stor.

e would liaise asked them then, as

fountain.
The students took strong exception,
perhaps justly. to a sports story filed

we do now. to write down their opin-

from llexico 1:it

page.

by our sports editor.

ion. sow sse could publish them on till-.
... Make love not war ...

The article was less than complimen-

Mien groups work together. then

tary on Alexican unhurt. and Ilexico

solution’s to problems ean be found.

City itself.

N idiom a sound f min of conimmnica-

Immediate reactions tof the students

Elvitsky Column Contested

tion. the problems will multiply.

Cuest Editorial

Over-Zealous Administrators,
Professors Hurt Master Plan
,mcalleil

Master

Plan

for

loordinating 1:MI11141 for Higher
ation last week uncovered one good
rea-mi why it hasn’t.
.olfii and university professors and
Ai
i i -1
ari as zealous a, tbe
crustiest imirthouse politician in protecting their own fiefdoms

from change or

encroachment.
This tendency, understandable but nonethele,s lamentable. has contributed to the
administrative rigilliiie, that have kept the
Mi;,ter Plan from working.
(1,ticy was hard

Th,

1,411111‘

at vvork la -t week to pre-

vent the Coordinating Council from overhauling the Ilaster

Plan.

applied

designation

is the

of

the
of

arts. teacher trai ll i l

and voeational eiltication were to go to the
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technical
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problem and recommend a solution or
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’rile Academy
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among other things. that the 19 state coland

nim
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he

lumped into a single, unified state uni-
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led a chorus of protest

college system,

cation to be vested in the t ni,ersity
liberal

.

’rile Coordinating Council went a step

Chancellor Glenn S.

1/onaltoe Act, called for professional edit (:alifornia:

sities. on the ground that they already are

versity system. It was at this point that
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schools.
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VI’ STAKE
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whether such a merger would
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serious question.
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it,
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ber. which is mil, as it should Ir.

It looked good on paper. but it failed
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leving problem itimi bt f

I.

to take into consideration changing pat-

’flie worst possible thing California could

terns of education and campus growth. ft

do is to pretend that no problem exists,

further sei the faculties of the state col-

that no "solution" is needed.

leges at

a competitive disailYantage with

--San Jose Mercury. Oct. 14, 1968

their colleagues iti the iuthersity system.

administrative bureaucracy for the state colleges which is now
battling for its %ersion of a patently unsatisfactory status quo.
lllll her of piecemeal reforms hair
And it set up an

been proposed. most notably the sugges-

Editor:

This is in response to Mike Elvitsky’s column in Tuesday’s Spartan Daily.
It seems odd that Mike could have little, if

As I am sure many others will, I am responding to the adolescent display of emotion
exhibited today by the SJS Chicano population. Let it be hereby known that no comment,
unless it be filled with praise, shall be printed
about a foreign country in which a Chicano
may or may not have long removed relatives
residing. But then one is left with very little
to say if one is telling of one’s experiences
while visiting their backward country.
It matters not that cab drivers drive like
insubordinate teenage’s, or that a sip of
Mexican H20 renders an American immobile
-for days. -One wiust not speak or write about
it. One may not comment on it. And above
all, one must not write about the American
track team taking their own food and water
to the Mexican Olympic Games. I wager to
say that were the athletes of the world allowed to eat and drink Mexican foods and
beverages, the track would be much too slippery to run on.
Let’s face it, Chicanos. Mexico really hurts.
But why should that arouse your emotions?
After all, the taxi drivers and the water would
surely affect you as an American as it would
me.
I suggest that you thicken your skin a
little as I, a German, have done. There are
many racial comments about the pigs who
murdered sbc million Jews, but the students
of German descent have yet to threaten to
burn down the school because others recognized and told about the faults of their
homeland.

anything good to say about Mexico, while the
sportcasters in the nation have been
praising that country and its handling of the

College

universities in everything but

Editor:

top

system Board
of Trustees be granted permission to designate certain aelyanceel eolleges, such as
that thi state

HiLdo-r Education hasn’t vvorkeil. and the
Sta:e

Thrust and Parry

Policy Note
Opinions expressed in columns, staff comments,
Thrust and Parry and guest erticles are those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of the Spartan Daily.
Editor

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

T1C0 S
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Olympic Games to the skies.
Mr. Elvitsky discussed ticket scalpers and
illegal houses of prostitution as if the same
elements don’t operate here in the United
States. 1 America woufd probably realize a
dramatic drop in sexual assaults, if prostitution became legalized here, but that’s getting
off the subject 1.
They may have 19-car pile-ups on Reforma
Boulevard in Mexico City, but Mexico will
never come close to the disasters America
produces on its own thoroughfares.
The only people who drink the water in
Mexico are those who become accustomed to
It. Americans, with their nervous stomachs
which this society prcxluces, are well-advised
to stay with bottled water.
I would challenge Mike, or anyone else, to
find a city in the United States which compares with Mexico City in beauty and architecture.
I would challenge anyone to find a people
who simply enjoy the act of living like the
Mexican people do. Americans would do well
to alter their senseless, hurry-scurry ways
of life and copy their neighbors to the south.
Saturday. during opening ceremonies at
The Games, the United States followed an
80-year-old tradition and refrained from dipping the colors to honor the host nation of
The Games. In an event which exists only to
exhalt the finest in amateur athletic competition, America’s adherance to this rigid tradition appeared to he one more reminder of
this country’s false sense of superiority.
I love America, hut I realize we have
enough problems of our own to be criticizing
other countries or deluding ourselves about
America’s superiority.
When America can provide the life itF
founders dreamed of, when we reduce our
acts of crime and violence to a minimum
when America becomes a true leader in the
cause of world peace .
. then we can hold
uur colors high at the Olympic Games or
anywhere else in the world.
Until that time, we who reside in a gifts,
house should refrain from throwing stone,.
Vt’ on Cook
1124885
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The faculty at Santa Barbara City College had the book thrown at them re cently when the Student Council voted
unanimously to ask the Library Committee
to make a six-weeks checkout policy the
law.
Some faculty members have checked out
general title and supplemental course
texts under non-time provisions in the
past, the Channels reports.
Santa Barbara City also has formed a
club dealing with political and social concents, especially draft counseling.
*

*

*

Blark Student U ll i ll n members at Santa
Rosa Junior College were

turned

down

last week while requesting the Inter-Club
Following the hotly debated issue, a pe-
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Student President Ralph Leef, who objected to the issuance of the charter.
*
* *
San Quentin prison inmates may get a
111:111,1! to go to college and get an AA
degree at College of Nlarin Junior College
in San Rafael, according to the San chititin News. Com’ iet t iy e entrance CVIIIIS
were given last month.
*
*
*
The balcony of the Student Center at
Shasta College in Redding was closed off
recently by the fire department because
of the hazard from a large amount of
"student -strewn" garbage on the floor, the
Lance con lllll mts.
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REqpliAR 29*9
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I Oth
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Fountain

The place to go!

By DOANE YAWGER
Campus Liaison Editor

titi llll was circulated urging the recall of

Cosmetics

That’s the only adequate description of a
Tico Taco. Come in and find out for yourself.

Campus
Closeups

Council to approve the BSU charter.

Charlton W. Stephens
A14273

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

DELICIOUS

Funny how that sounds familiar.
But it’s not funny. really. Grady Robert 8011’N guest r
in Tuesi lay’s Spartan
Daily is very similar to an article written
State L.A. English
by Gerald Farber,
professor, entitled "The Student as a
Nigger."
Farber wrote his article two years ago
and each year more and more college stetdents discoyer it for the first time. They
also tliscover the truth to it.
It can be quite a shock when you first
realize that you are nothing but a nigger
in the present educat. al system.
Farber’s article is making its second appearance at San Jose. Last Near Jabberwock. the experimental college newspaper,
printed a portion of the article.
Last week copies of it were being distributed with a note saying it was printed
by the Associated Students of San Jose
Staub College without censorship.
Well if those copies weren’t censored.
then the Stanford Daily is making up some
extra stuff and inserting it in the center
of tht article.
Stanford Daily is run ll i ll g the article in
two segments which is something Spartan
Daily ought to elo but won’t because there
are some "dirty" words in it.
’Hie complete article as Farber wrote it
should be obtained and put on the required reading list of every single student.
and more important. every instructor on
this campus. It could just wake sonic
people up to the truth.
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Still Openings
In Spartan’s
P.R. Chapter
SJS has the foundinu chkipter
of the Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA), according to chapter president Chuck
Stephens.
There are presently 13 chapters
of PRSSA on colleges and universities across the nation. Twenty
more schools are presently seeking charters, according to the
PRSSA adviser, Francis K. Smith,
assistant professor of journalism.
The organization is an exten
sion of the Public Relations Society of America which is the Public Relations society ftir professionals.
Three SJS students, Matt Hcey,
Charles Betz and Paul Cahune attended the PRSSA conference last
year in Philadelphia. Their effcrts
were successful in attaining the
backing of the Education Committee for the new student organization, according to professor
Smith.
Membership of the SJS Chapter
is now about 30, but there
room for new members. Members
need only an interest in public
relations to join.
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’Crossroads Africa’ Volunteers
Work With Village Students
are charged $1,125 and Crossroads
Ry MARY MORRIS
pays the balance.
Spartan Badly Staff Writer
Limited scholarship assistance
Interested in meeting other people, traveling to a foreign land, is also available for Students who
getting insolved in another cul- are unable to raise the needed
ture? All this and more is ex- amount.
The fee covers plane fare from
perienced by the young people who
join Operation Crossroads Africa. the orientation center to Africa
This program, now in its Ilth and back to New York, living exyear, sends 250 to 300 students penses, visa fees and insurance.
The minimum age is 18. Stufrom the United States, Canada
kind Latin America to work kind dents are selected by a thorough
live with African communities screening process. Vogel said the
organizkition receives eight to 10
each summer.
Jerome Vogel, director of the times the number of applicants it
overseas training prOgrkim, visi- can accept.
Students interested in applying
ted SJS last week to anssver questions and to initiate the campus for next summer’s program should
contact Dr. Harold Keely, associrecruiting program.
Vogel said Crossroaders spend ate professor of psychology, in
two months in groups of 10 and CH 321. The tentative deadline for
12 doing construction work such applications is Dec. 15.
The last few summers the proas building a hospital, a school or
a conununity center, or installing grams have been concentrated in
West
Africa. "There are many
SJS PRES. Robert D. Clark holds diseJssion with various SJS stu
a water supply system, building a
dents at the first gripe session sponsored by ihe ASB Educational road, working in a medical aid more countries and they have had
Reform Committee. "The Grading System" is the topic for to- center or organizing athletic less exposure to foreigners," Vogel said. "The largest numtx)r go
morrow’s session which will be held in cafeteria A and B from events.
2:30-4:30 p.m. Dr. Curt Stafford, an SJS testing officer, will give
These students live and work into Ghana and Nigeria."
a brief talk and then answer student questions.
with an equal number of African
students at the village level under
condienvironmental
"limited
tions."
Crossroads Africa is a non -government run, non-profit organization which receives most of its
financial support from grants from
churches, individuals and civic
groups, Vogel said.
The total cost per student is
’charge to SJS studcnts and fac- I kellii, will play the sitar here on approximately $2,000 but students
ulty.
N,.v. 25. Bonifas explains that
The Kantorel Stuttgart orches- Chaudhuri is considered "India’s
tra and Bach choir will combine youngest master musician."
their talents in the presentation of
The renowned Japanese violinist,
"Singe dem Herrn ein Neues Lied." Masuko Ushioda, is scheduled for
"Hommage to Heinrich Schultz" a Jan. 9 appearance here.
by Milko Kelemen will follow.
"One of America’s foremost folk The 73-piece orchestra will per- singing guitarists," Judy Collins,
SJS is again the recipient of a
form "Magnificat" by Monteveidi. will perform in concert at the
of Education
Following an intermission, the Men’s Gymnasium on Feb. 20. State Department
will enable continKantorei Stuttgart will play Mo- Tickets cost $1.50 each for SJS Grant which
uation of the Compen.satory Prezart’s "Requiem."
students and faculty.
School Education Project.
Directed by Helmuth Rilling, the
This year’s grant totals $13.772,
1/3 OFF
Bach Collegium and Kantorei
and will again be under the direcStuttgart is making its first AmSJS
Dr.
Mary
Durrett,
Bikinis,
torship
of
Custom
erican tour.
professor of home economics.
Following the Stuttgart proThe primary objective of this
gram, Pearl S. Buck. author of
project is to create the desire in
"The Good Earth," will offer a
children of limited backgrounds
20111 S. Winchester, Campbell
lecture entitled "An Evening With
10 learn and develop the skills rePearl Buck" Tuesday.
Do you ha\ tilent
spare?
379-8822
progress.
educational
quired
for
The Ghana Dance Ensemble
The Amber Room Cocktail
will exhibit traditional and con- Lounge is offering students 21 and
temporary African dances on Oct. over a chance to make money if
31. The Ghana dancers, numbering they’re talented.
30 strong, are performing in
Aceording to Albert Correia,
. . . Iglu te clecor,
Mexico City’s 1968 Cultural Olym- owner of the lounge. every Sunwith
the
1968
pics in conjunction
day from 4 p.m. a ’’talent search"
delightful lininy
Olympic Games.
will he launched to find performJohn Handy, San Francisco jazz ers for Monday.
mu.sician, will perform on Nov. 12
The winner will then we paid
and will be accompanied by five for a 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. perAn evening out is always something
to 30 of his fellow musicians, ac- formance on Monday, and will eonspecial when it includes dining with
cording to Bonifas. Handy has per- tinue to perform ton Mondays)
formed in San Francisco’s Fillmore until beaten.
for reservations.
us
J’hotte now
Auditorium and currently teaches
"This will help talented stuMusic Theory at Skin Francisco dents in college to find their
For resenations
1401 South First
State. "Handy will perform music place," he commented.
l’hone 202-1266
at Mina
written especially for his SJS perOther bar owners and talent
formance," Bombs added.
agencies from the San Jose ar’ea
On Nov. 15, the Olaeta Basque will be invited to sit in on the
Festival of Bilbao will demon- contest.
strate traditional and contemporary Ba.sque music and dances.
Debu Chaudhuri, professor of
top
2)atice E7’ SLie
music at the University of New

Crossroads Africa has sent a
total of 2,500 peOple to Africa.
Three have been SJS students.
About a third of the Crossroaders return to Africa in the Peace
Corps, as missionaries, or undertake graduate African studies and
go into the field of African affairs, Vogel concluded.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Pearl S. Ruck, Judy Collins,
Roberta Peters and John Handy
head the list of personalities appearing in the College Union Program Board (CUPB) 1968-69 entertainment program.
The Bach Collegium kind Kantorei Stuttgart, a eompined European orchestra and choir, will kick
off the program Monday at 8:15
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium,
according to program spokesman
Barry Bonifas.
All CUPB-sponsored programs
will start at 8:15 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditariiini and are frce

Breakthrough
Develops Real
’Awareness’
"It’s all a rediculous game."
That is the first reaction one
might have when first reading or
hearing about or even participating in kin encounter group session
such as that presented by the
Experimental College in "Breakthrough."
"Breakthrough" is a series of
meetings in vitich self-awareness
ancl a real awareness of others is
sought through eonfmntations. To
stimulate reactions to personal
fears or anxieties, methods such
as psychodrama are employed.
Utilizing psychodrama, a person or a group of persons act out
these fears and anxieties to better
reveal their social significance
and to aid ln emotional adjustment.
Leading "Breakthrough" is Husain Chung, conductor of the Human Institute in Menlo Park and
a staff member of the Graduate
School of Psychology at Pepperdine College in Los Angeles.
Based on psych(xtrama, Chung
calls his approach "psychological
karate," which breaks down intellectualizing defenses to intensify one’s emotional issues in order
to ultimately increase one’s tolerance fbr conflict, anxiety’, and
frustrkition.
"It is a quick, direct, surprise
approach that unfolds hang-ups
in the belief that as one’s toleiance
for ambiguity grows, life fills with
awe kind mystery," Chung ex
plains.
Another reaction one might have
to the idea of an encounter group
is, "You can’t open yourself up in
front of a group of strangers." 011
the contrary, it seems the only
place you can heally open yourself up, Chung says, is in such
an encounter.
An element of the "marathon,"
encounters sometimes last up to
40 hours over a weekend. Fatigue
is used as a tool to separate participants from their defenses in
vwder to hrinu out conscious or
subconscious fears and anxieties
that are usually hidden behind
false or public masks.
Lasting throughout the semester, "Breakthrough" meets Wednesdays at 2:30 p.m. Contact the
Experimental College. E:xt. 2628,
or at 315 South 9th St. for
location.

SJS Receives
Education Grant

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
All you can eat
for only

a

WHAT
IS

Starting Today

341 S. 1st.
(Hight Downtown)

CY 1-1136

l’reseldS

Major S.F. Groups
alCORDS

THE STEVE MILLER BAND
SAILOR

The Stmt. Miller Rand
MAD RIVER

Alm! His er

On Nationally Advertised Brands
Tights & Pantyhose

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

Opaque, Fishnet, Textured

5% Off On All Records

Assorted Colors

10% Off On All Equipment
with STUDENT 130DY CARD

Open 11/lon.,

51turi., jritlay lzkyltis

Monday-I

DISCORAMA

-S)alartlay3
-

Nlon. tlirti
San joie, Cali/ _Alice

BOB’S UNION SERVICE
13111 and Santa Clara
295-1100

Imtnemade"

verylltitty ..gor :7Ite 2lotitcer

72 E. Santa Clara

with oil change, filter, and this ad.
Always triple stamps on fill-up.

1

..gealuritty

SALE

FREE LUBE

-Otir f

Weal’

Monday through Thursday

tific method for expanding consciousness, increasing
awareness on the spiritual, intellectual and emotional
levels, and developing the full human potential. It offers
a program of harmonious development, emphasizing
mental clarity, emotional sensitivity and spiritual
awakening as expressed through dynamic action.
For a free. informative booklet write
The School Of Natural Sciences
25349 Spanish Ranch Rd.
Los Gatos. Calif. 95030
,CCP

Sal & Luigi
Pizzeria

etc.

PIC? \

sr.:A
l00000000000000ocoowe
INTERESTED IN RELEVANT EDUCATION?
The School of Natural Science teaches an exact scien-

Food
to Go

Beer &
Wine

Capital Records

CLOSE-OUT
SALE

Talented Students
Can Earn Money
At Cocktail Lounge

CALL 244-3998
3250 MeK1NNELY
SANTA CLARA

feteM

First in CUPB Program

Bach Orchestra Plays Monday

SCIENTOLOGY
You can be happy
again

241-3666

& RI/ 2avis

Sattirila

10

- 10

OPEN Si N. -- 10 ami.-6::10
227 South First Street.

Bank ittericard
and
Masterellarge
Welcome
San Jose

1--,41’.1IIT

f;pecial PapchaJe 5-ale!
MEDITATION DRESSES
,to oil lah -41,fis.,ir

11

mExico crrY

$21

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Rental

Can

o ry (,)tiestad of Stanford gave
:be
S, a sweep in the heats with
20.7 clocking in a slower heal.
Smith, pushed coming around
the tern, opened up to time a
211.32 w itIt t ies the
Olympic

Rates

3 months

Three months ,ental applies fo purchase price oi any
machine if you decide to buy.
We also rent elecWcs, portable and standard

manual

joJe ’Typewriter Ce.

2

By JIM PAXTON
Spurt sus Daily SpOrtt, Writer
FOreed tO juggle its lineup because of numerous injuries, San
Jose State will be out to win its
second game of the season, Saturday, when they meet the winless
University of New Mexico, in
Albuquerque.
New Mexico bowed to Utah.
30-7, Saturday extending its 1968
record to 0-5. The Spartans drew
a bye.

sirte’s delegation made their fird
I pearance in the Olympic Gaincs
oo My successful as John Carlos
171i
bieezed to
TOMMie
Srnit h
-.,sy victories in 200-meter heat

120 W. MAIN ST., LOS GATOS 354-9043
11-5:30 p.m. Tuesday -Saturday

Student

itevamped SJS
Guns for Lobos

I ft,S

SJS Pair
Top Heats

EL TEC
Special

%ti,V

N

Carlos had an easier time in his
o.e, coming our of the turn well
I
luad. ’rho powerful SJS run -1
eased up and ege:ted home in’
line 20.1S.

293 6383

Establ;shad 1900

,
’OUR
PLATFORM’g
YOGURT
4 for $1
CELLO BREAD
I9c loaf
ORANGE JUICE
69c 1/2 gal.
GROUND CHUCK
49c lb.

Featuring

SPARTAN TIGHT END Eldon Milholland grabs a practice pass
from new starting SJS quarterback Don Perkins. Spartan players,
coaches and fans hope Perkins will be able to generate an offense
in New Mexico Saturday at 12:30 p.m. (PDT).

hot coffee,

chocolate
Fresh donuts and pies daily

’Hot’ Spartans
Face Irvine

Ready-made sandwiches

Olympo litarket
OPEN 6 a.m. fo 12 p.m.

CORNER OF 10fh & WILLIAMS

1 i liilii ri youR. kii-... , 1
LD,
.
’ le
NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS

1 li 1 To I

The Spartan water polo team
jumped out of the frying pan with
a pair of weekend wins and into
the fire vvith Friday’s contest
wrieweiiiwwwwowe

:

USE OUR LAY -A-WAY BANKAMERICARD, 1ST NAT. MASTER CHARGE
ii
..-,- 1
. WE BUY - TRADE - RENI
I
(

11411 -.0 i II 11,141p
---c

DISCOUNT .

--IN--

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER
I..

!AY-AWAY
NOW
CET BEST SELECTION!

in the area

I hit- exotic bill of fare lkts:
Sate
.Nusi Rattles

moBooks Inc.

for a unique

116Menqs. 0,, (6,6

Til

I lie I /illy !Indonesian Cafe

lle our gtrests t

, . . ,:,
75 %0 OF F ..,,,.

I MOUNTAIN VIEW

er

1 1199 El (AMINO Y"""*

6

OPEN SEAWAY -10

Greg Hind has been the offensive leader on the season. Hind.
who narrowly missed a spot on
the Olympic team. poured in five
goals in the weekend encounters.
A big plu.s fin the Spartan attack has been the improved play
of Bruce Prefontaine. Sprint man
for the Spartans, Prefontaine has
been beating some of water polo’s
fastest men to the ball to give
SJS a big advantage. In addition,
he chimaxi in three points on the
recent t ri p,

g experience

Open II a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Set. & Sun. 2 - 9:30
Closed Mon. & Tues.

VS709_
_ _ .. __ ____
__________ ._____
LPN Ill 9 EVERY NM
SAT. 9 TO

TOM

445 W. San Carlos
297.9910

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

ALL FAMOUS MAKES BOOTS - PANTS - PARKAS

sms

FAMOUS FRENCH IMPORT

SKI PANTS

KAMOUS lance
ULTI-LANINATRES
UTOMATIQUI
ITN
ALCON-SQUAW
INMAN Cis
OTEINTIL8
ND NZVV4
*TIC
TTOBil
VALUES
1 499. UP TO
2940

THIS GROUP
WOMEN’S-R,g. S49.50. Sizes 8
to 20. Extra Short, Shorts. Regu FORMERLY
USED FOR
lors. Longs.
1111 to 9.99
MEN’S -Reg. SSS. Sizes 28 to CORENTAk
TW0E pPuReOttislIHSEND4NmOETs
TO PROTECT FRANCHISE DEALERS.
YOU’LL WANT
SEVERAL PAiRS

199

.

E

WROUS BRAND
to 29.
Lace Boots
Valessie 49.50 .
FAMOUS BRAND

BUCKLE BOOTS
99

STRETCH PANTS

SWISS ft AUSTRIAN
NEWEST FINEST CON
Re,. vq eirOmiSED NOT TO
STRUCTION. OUT PER- FAMOUS MAKE
FORMS M E T A L SKIS WE CAN’T PUBLISH 999 si, 4,’ PUBLISH THE NAMES.
EVERY WAY. MADE FA :THE NAME
24.00 Former Rentals Incl.
MOUS BY
All99
YAHAMA
rNE SMALL GROUP
1999
FAMOUS BRAND
Reg 109.50 .
111,
AMERICAN & FRENCH
FRENCH IMPORTS.

sm pARKAs

METAL SKIS
WE MADE A TERRIFIC
BUT ON THESE SUPERB
METAL SKIS WE HAVE
A FULL R ANGE OF
SIZES. BUT SUPPLY LIM
ITED,
999
HURRY!
lt,q 119 SO

6

URTLE
NECK
SHIRTS

n,An. .,
-"’’’ "’
rAMERICAN
FRANCONIA
IALSO FA MOUS NAME
hAIE CANNOT
pmENTION.
Some irregulars

r GLovEs
77

sN

TOQUPS
HATS

L

PARKAS. ,R970.

99 I PARKAS :.eogo. 399
NYLON SHELL

1 BOY’S & GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

14.99

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR
Top, Bot.

5

SWEATERS

1

99 II FAMOUS
MAKES
ea.

Kathy: Overdrawn
again? Incredible! Fly
home this weekend on
PSA (charge it) for
cram course in addition and subtraction.
Your loving and saintly
father.

Men & Womens

1

TO

Personal
Student
Advisor

to 19.99

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

A

799

A,

P S. All you have to do is
phone your campus rep:
Dave Newbarr
From San Jose to L.A. or
Hollywood-Burbank, $13.50.
San Diego, $19.85. Super 727
Jets. PSA gives you a lilt.

UP

INDINGS - WAXES - LACES - BOOT TREES - SKI POLES - HUNDREDS OF BARG

sHoEs_. L i

SALES
RENTAL

ALL RODS -REELS -2- OFF
MITCHELL - ST CROIX - PENN - QUICK - RODDY - PFLEUGER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY
COLLECTORS PARADISE

. WE BUY -SELL -TRADE -RENT
iniiii,,,is
uNs.

L.0.05!

,. os

,I.

1/1WL 6

1,614, T

t ,

,If 1q6i1,6,166 (611H11366 MAAS .0

WE TRADE -RENT-BUY
’
GUNS and ,,,,k,
gipple
6," ikir
A mu 1 0

Hand Guns All Types
from 8.88
GUNS
GUN CASES from 1.99
GUN RACKS from 2.99
SHOTGUNS from 29.99
RIFLES
from 19.99

CLEARANCI111

FINAL REDUCTION
ON ALL FLOOR
MODELS & RENTALS

TENTs

1

B’nai
B’rith
at San Jose State College

HILLEL

For application forms
phone or write

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St. 293-1033

Available at

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
911 Town & Country Village Pin:m*246-1160
Hours: 10:00.5:30, Sot. 10-S

..grafthi;

Petite &Lay --Choppe
(under lie. management)

Shampoo and set
Ilair Cut

$3.00

$2.00
We also sell wigs and hairpieces

315 S. 12 St.

297-6131

Bell System
interviewing
on campus
Oct. 17& 18

A class in Elementary Modern Hebrew
by Rabbi Fansilani

Hillel at Stanford Invites You To:
"Lox and Bagel Brunch of International Center to be followed
by car pooling to Stern Grove S.F.. for community wide Sinschas
Torah Soviet Jewry Protest. October 20.
CLITI.

Slides and filen taken In Prague will bo shown. R
be mode by Oct. 20 - addrss below.

REPRESENTING:
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
SANDIA CORPORATION

$1.2S (Mille! affiliates)

Sabbath Meal at The Clubhouse. Stanford. Friday. October 25
at 6:30 p.m. $1.50 (affiliates fl

OFF

plus tax

Lower than standby!
Avoid Blackout Dates!
Leaves Oakland Dec. 20
Returns Jan. 5

Thormla),s. 7:30 p.m. at Newman Center
79 So. 511) Street

Brunch at 11:00

1/2

134.50

RAY CHARLES

intramurals

Yesterday’s rain caused the cancelling of all the day’s tennis
matches and a B league football
contest between ATO No. 2 and
SPE No. 2.
Monday’s tennis matches are
rescheduled for Wednesday and
Weelnesday’s will be played Thursday.
Thursday’s matches may be rescheduled for either Friday or
Monday. Participants are to decide
between themselves and get the
approval of the tennis supervisor.
action
In Monday’s football
South 4ths, Toad Hall, and Waffle
Wonders won by forfeit. In other
tilts, the Sunshine Boys 25, Alpha
Phi Omega 0; Da Fuzz 19, 8th
Street AC 13; and Moulder Hall
beat the Hi Rise on yardage.
Two-man volleyball will begin
tournament play Thursday.
Soccer entries must be in by
Oct. 25. Competition will begin
the 30th.
-

CHARTER

Oakland to
NEW YORK
Round trip

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
Tickets $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

wl111111111111111111111111111111111111t1111111s
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RAND NEW i 999

ONE GROUP OF

EPDXY SKIS

fi

SKI BOOT
c99

1

Other defensive changes are
Mike Memos, who has moved
front end to right hnebacker, Tony
Jackson to strong side linebacker,
and Jim Vents from linebacker to
against UC ’nine at DeAnza Col- defensive end.
lege at 3:30 p.m.
New Mexico Coach, Rudy FeldSJS downed UC Santa Barbara
man said, "Our game with Utah
and USC on consecutive clays to
was probably the best overall
complete the best Spartan road
trip ever. The wins came over
highly regarded teams.
But Friday’s opponent will prove,
as tough as tiny the Spartans will ’
DO YOUR EARLY
face. Irvine is the only undefeated I
college team in Southern CaliCHRISTMAS SHOPPING
fornia.
AT OUR HUGE BOOK
In the weekend triumphs, every
SALE
player managed to score, a fact
which brought a smile of satisfacAte
tion to coach Lee Walton’s face..
"Usually a team which has
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAG1
everybody scoring is hard to beat,"
Stevens Creek & Winchester
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Walton appraised.

Bargains Galore!

ti,Inur Djaira

....

rij-C14:::...r.ali

Yirdone4lior

Don Perkins. junior from Piedmont, was named to start at gnat’.
terback by SJS coach Harry Anderson. Saturday will be Pericins’
debut as a started although he
saw action in each of the first
three games.
"Perkins is not a good practice
quarterback," Anderson said, "but
he nearly always seems to do well
in scrimmages and games."
Anderson plans to u.se Dwight
Tucker mainly on offense against
New Mexico. Tucker will be at
split end, with Eldon Milholland
and Mike Scrivner at tight end
and flanker, respectively.
"Terry Kline looked good offensively yesterday, and be will probably see a lot of action at halfback," Anderson offered. Kline has
played defense previously.

game of the year if you can
eliminate that 10 seconds that gae
Utah 10 points."
A bad center snap into the end
zone was recovered for a TD and
mental error addexl a safety all in a 10 second span and put
New Mexico behind 13-7.
Anderson looks for New Mexico
to stay on the ground Saturday.
"Quarterback Rick Beitler and
halfback David Bookert are fine
runners with Bookert especially
dangerous on the option," Anderson said.
"We moved the ball well and
had good field position most of
the night." said Feldman. Tailback Bookert was named offensive player of the week in the
Western Athletic Conference ler
his performance. Bookert gained
125 yards in 24 carries.
Joining Bookert and Settler in
the backfield will be John Pautsch
at fullback and sophomore Sarn
Scatter at wingback.
The defense is led by Dan Silver
who was nominated for WAC defensive player of the week honors
after the Utah game.
San Jose State will enter the
game as the favorite for one of
the few times this season. The
Spartans, seven points favorites,
will be trying to spoil the homecoming festivities at Lobo Stadium.

flans tnusf

lt you will drive to any of these events or need a ride. call
241.2053 evenings.
TO BE ON OUR MAILING LIST, SEND YOUR NAME & ADDRESS TO
HIllel, The Clubhouse. Stanford CA 94305

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
A. TAT. LONG LINES AND
OPERATING COMPANIES THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES

Equal Opportunity Employers
Sign up in the Placement Who*

Wednesday, netober 16, 1966
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Wives Clu6
To Welcome
New Members
The SJS Faculty Wives Club
will hold a welcoming tea for
members and thuse interested
in joining the club Saturday
from 2-3:30 p.m. in the College
Chapel.
President Clark WM be present
to greet new members.
For reservations contact Pat
Strandburg, 243-9588 or Betty
QUinn, 296-5827.
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"Rocco and Ilis Brother:,
st erring Alain Delon and Claudia
Cardinale, vvill be shown today
at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium as the third
film in this fall’s Classic Film
Series.
The film, inspired by the novel
"The Bridge of Ghisulfa," is directed by Luchino Visconti.

\\ miler of 22
-Rocco" i.
awards, including a special jury
prize at the 1960 Venice Film
Festival.
The film is sponsored by the
College Union Proi,Tram Board
and the Audio-Visual Service
Center.
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Phone Orders

’UNCLE \HILLY’S suitcase, a cerami-c scuipture is one of the
exhibits on display in the Main Art Gallery from 9 to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday. The exhibit, which ends Friday, features
crafts by young Americans from six southwestern states. "In the
Sculpture Bag," a show of contemporary sculpture, is scheduled
to open Monday.

Orchestra,
Choir Here
The Bach Collegium and Kant orei Stuttgart, a European
chamber orchestra and choir
combination, will perkirm works
by Monteverdi, Mozart and Kelemen Monday at 8:15 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The Collegium and Kantorei
Stuttgart will offer "Singe dem
Herrn ein neues Lied," a motet
by J. S. Bach. Monteverdi’s
. "Magnificat" will follow the
Bach motet.
"Hommage to Heinrich Schutz"
by Milko Kelemen will preceed
the intermission. The chamber
orchestra, directed by Helmuth
Rilling, will conclude its performance with Mozart’s "Requiem."
Fottnded by the Stuttgarter
music society in 1965, the Germany-based orchestra performs
its own concerts featuring Bach’s
Brandburg Concerti and Orchesrta Suites.
In its performances with the
Kantorei, the orchestra plays
all the oratorios and cantatas in
the choral organization’s repertoire.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetetsiE
FREE Brooklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

No’,

tor nut-firm- lab Prrreersig

Answers Your Questions
About:
Snlarn,s
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

Orchestral Survey
Recognizes Dee

CALL (:)[, 286-9622
Or Clip and Mail COupon

r"

tome

Richard Doe. :t senior music
major, has recently been listed
in the Boardcast Music Inc. Orchestral Program Survey, according to William George of the
Music Department.
The survey lists only composers who have works being performed by professional and semiprofessional orchestra’s a n d
choruses. George said Dee has
had his composition "Praises
for Voices and Instruments" performed three times.
The National Survey is published yearly in New York City.
Dee is one of the two or three
individuals listed in the Santa
Clara Valley, George said.

Address

State

City

L-

Last Schree Grade Corr

or visa

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
3C

R a,soc.ate

and see IBM
System 360 Computer
an Educational Affiliate of Control
25 N. 14.11 San Jose, 95112

SAN FRANCISCO
SYMPHONY
JOSEF EMI’S Iirsr:VW

The honest
thing on the
inarket.

WALK..TO
10TH STREET

$1.00
55e
-- 8 for
51.50
Soft Drinks 17c

4 p.m. 10

is now at Roberta’s
where friendly cusromer
service is a trademark.

A RUN,

PHARMACY

Two pairs 100% nylon hosiery only

Lunch, Wed.Sat., Noon- 10 p.m.
Mon.Tue..

by Pant-Her

YOU HAVE

Fish & Chips
Large Order Fish & Chips
’alf Order
Shrimp ’N’ Chips 5 per Si
Chips 25c

THE PANT

GIRLS, IF

i4

he
or
ed

the
of

Chi Pi Sigrna, law enforcement and penology fraternity,
formally initiated its fall pledge
class Oct. 10.
The new members are Steve
I3ennetts, Steve Rickeard, Dennis Martel, Bill Kostrewski,
Steve Howard, Paul Wulf, Rick
Grant, Frank LeJesma, Harry
Webb and Tom Willette.

BARREL’S

of

leors

Fall Pledge Class
For Chi Pi Sigma

Rocco and Brothers
Classic Feature Film

$1.09. Selection of colors, first quality

p.m.

293.4259

open Mon. & Thurs. ’till 9

Barrel’s

10TH STREET PHARMACY
loth & Santa Clara
294-9131

South Ilth & San Carlos (next to Speedee 7 11)

charges

parking

YOU FORGOT
TO ENROLL IN YOUR
MOST IMPORTANT
CLASS!

And you had better believe it. Because throughout
your college career, you’ll spend over 5,000 hours with your
nose in a book doing just your required reading. That’s if you
are a "normal" student with a reading rate of 250 to 400 words
per minute. And you know, that’s a shame, because if you had
enrolled in the revolutionary Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
course you could save at least 3,700 of those hours.
For five years now the Reading Dynamics Institute
has guaranteed to at least triple your reading speed or refund
your entire tuition. Thousands of Bay Area students have taken
up our offer and are now reading 3 to 10 times faster. Results?
Hundreds, even thousands, of hours of irreplaceable free time
for you to invest as you choose: campus social activities, "want
to" courses, making love not war, raising your grade point average, or a part-time job. Just think, if you could cut 3,700 hours
off your required reading time and invested only 2,500 of those
hours in a job that paid $1.75 an hour, you could earn $4,375.
So wise up. Put the remarkable Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course at the top of your schedule for the new
term. The course takes iust eight weeks and is designed to dove-

tail perfectly with all scholastic classes. And you will find that
the time you put into Reading Dynamics comes back manyfold before the eight weeks are up.
Reading Dynamics is an incredible educational
breakthrough. Ies the definitive rapid reading method in the
world today. Their graduates consistently surpass the 450 to
600 word per minute rates aspired to by conventional reading
courses. Most Reading Dynamics graduates read between 1,000
and 3,000 words per minute. Many go higher, and all understand and appreciate what they read at these staggering speeds.
Free Reading Dynamics Mini-Lesson
How does Reading Dynamics do what we say it does?
That’s for us to know and you to find out ... at one of the free
Reading Dynamics Mini-Lessons listed below. During these
exciting, hour-long sessions, well tell you the naked truth about
Reading Dynamics. And since we dress up the bare facts with
some free instruction, youll probably leave the Mini-Lesson
reading a little faster than when you came in. Of course, ff you
want to read a /ot faster for the rest of your life, youll
for the full Reading Dynamics course.

return

SAN JOSE STATE SPECIAL MINI-LESSON REGISTRATION
MORMON RELIGIOUS INSTITUTE
436 E. San Fernando, San Jose

MINI -LESSONS ALSO BEING GIVEN IN:
SAN JOSE

Reading Dynamics Inst., 1290 N. First St.,
Wednesday thru Friday 3:30 P.M. and 8 P.M. Saturday 10:30 A.M.
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 1710 Moorpark Ave. (near San Jose City
College), Wednesday 10:00 A.M., 1:00 P.M., 3:00 P.M. & 8:00 P.M.
PALO ALTO Reading Dynamics Inst., Stanford Professional Cntr.,
770 Welch Rd.,
Thursday & Friday 3:30 P.M. & 8 P.M.
Saturday 10:30 A.M.
SAN FRANCISCO Reading Dynamics Inst., Fox Plaza, 1300
Market St., Wednesday thru Friday 3:30 P.M.,
& 8:00 P.M., Saturday 10:30 A.M.
LAST CHANCE TO ENROLL IN FALL CLASSES
ENROLL NOW BEFORE TUITION

STUDENT SEASON TICKETS!
*Great Savings up to 76%
Choice of: 22 Wed. at 8:30 Complete
I Wed. at 8:30 Series A or B

INCREASES

57th Season Begins Dec. 4Opera House
Ticket prices: 22 C.oncert:;

Available Through:
STUDENT TICKETS

PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

Cordell Koland
325 South 10th St.
San Jose, Tel: 294-8741

STUDENT FORUM SALE ENDS OCT. 31
11 Conceits

$13 7‘)

)

$1’) 7‘

$

r-

EVELYN WOOD

$27.5n, 32.50, 35.00,

$39.50, $44.00

()

all bank

validated

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency by at least thrue times. The Institute
will refund a pupil’s entire tuition if, after
completing minimum class and study requirements, he fails to triple his reading efficiency
as measured by our beginning and ending
tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and
comprehension not speed alone.

13,

READING
DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE

executive &Neve
Oakland
1924 Franklin St
n35 4200

San Francisco"
Fox Plan
1390 maiket
626.7099

Safi lose
1290 N. First st.
293-8861

San Rafael
Melinpotitan 91911.
bhfl las Callous
479.4070

Palo Alto
770 Welch Road
327.1991

Berkeley
2118 Milvin
549.0211

VIAtnut Creek
1375 locust SL
933.1837

Sacrament,
2015 1St.
444 8277

Santa Rosa
1212 4th St.
8424647

Fresno
485.8801

I

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept. 46
1924 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal. 94612
Please send descripfiv
classes in my area.

foldr and schedule of

[1] Please send information on company classes.
9/ 30/611

Name
Addresc
Rhone
city

state
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Spartaguide Epsiioci Pi Tau
TODAY
Kaydett Corps, 3:30 p.m., MaeQuarrie liall, third Boor. Itush tett
fur all interested coeds.
ADS and GA.X. :i p.m., JC conference Mom. Program discussion.
All students interested in advertising are urged to attend.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., /Mt
Dr. William Dusel will be guest
speaker.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth St. Marriage preparation
course. Father Largente and Father Young will open the cause
with a discussion on the ’Theology
of Marriage."
Newman Center, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St. Spaghetti
Feed -- All you can eat for 40
cents.
Japanese & American Students
Organization, 5 p.m., 33 S. Sixth
St., Apt. #4. Anyone who is interested in planning for "Tokyo
Night" please attend.
SJS Christ Club, 1:30 p.m.. College Union lounge. All campus
chess tournament. Faculty and
students welcome.
Young Republicans. 12:15 p.m.,
Seventh Street. Larry Fargher will
speak on his candidacy for U.S.
Congress.
Epsilon VI Tau, 4 to 7 p.m., SJS
Bar-B -Q Pits on Seventh Street.
All faculty and students are vvelcome to this chicken Bar-B-Q.
ltickets are available in the Industrial Studies office, room 111.
Phrateres International, 4 p.m.,
}1M11. All actives must attend.
German Club, 2 p.m., Cafeteria
A. A movie will be shown.
t’o-Ree., 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.,
Women’s G y m . Theme: "Ole’
Olympics" - music by Shawn’s
Promise - special event Ls minijavelin. Also, swirruning, ping-pong,
dluseing, etc.
THURSDAY
Mexican-American Student. Confederation, 7:30 pont, Newmiut
Center, 79 S. Fifth St. General
Meeting.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., 79
S. Fifth St. Theology class. Topic
of discussion is left open. Newcomers are welcome.
:4Jki Ski Club, 8 p.m., JC141. Ski
films, sign-ups for ice-skating

Ch:ck: n. baked beans and garlic
bread will head the menu of an
all -college

barbecue

today

from

4-7 p.m.
Held by Epsilon Pi Tau, honorfraternity in Industrial

ary

Studies, the barbecue will also feature salad, ice cream and coffee
or punch.
Tickets costing $1.75 far adults
and $1 for children, can be obtained in the Industrial Studies
office, IA111.

January graduates’ rutty eign
up for appointments in the
Placement l’enter, 122 S. Ninth
St., Building AA. Signups begin
each Tuesday before and up to
the day of the intersiets.
WEDNESDAY (Oct. 16)
U.S. Nasy Offieer Recruiting.
Barracks 13.
THURSDAY (Oct. 17)
Pacific Telept ttttttt & Telegraph.
Majors, BA/BS, MA/NIS, Bus.
Admin., Engr., Physics. Math.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
(Women) Majors, BS/MS.
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Majors, BS/MS, EF:, 1E, ME, Math,
Bus. Mgrnt., Acctg., Ind. Rel.,
Mktg , I T.

AN ’ITALIAN’
HAMBURGER

40-

I Bus. Mgmt.,
I Mktg., I.T.

Acetg.,

Ind.

Rel.

transcendental
meditation

MONDAY (Oct. 21)
Fairchild Semiconductor. Majors.
BS/MS, F.:E, IE. Chem E., ME ,
Physics, MBA with Engr. undergraduate degree.
Gulf 011 Corp. Majors. BS MS
Geology.

as taught by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

SAN JOSE DRAMA DEPARTMENT
preAen t.ts
JOHN M SYNGE S

an introductory lecture by Jerry Jarvis

PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD

director of Students’ International Meditation Society

Morris Dailey Auditorium

Box Office Open 1:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.

ADMISSION FREE

5th & San Fernando Streets

cpaPtatt
ihnme
150 East San Carlos
(corner of Fourth St.)
292-2840

Where
elbows
are out,
Pendletons’i
are in $14.00

1

Sunday, October 20, 8p.m.

OCT. 25, 26, 30, 31.
NOVEMBER 1, 2.

Not really. As a matter of fact Spartan I lon-e hamburgers are as American as they can lie. Made from
fresh ground steak, served on a toasted bun, then
smothered in pickles. mustard and ketehup or whateser your tasteliuds desire. And to top it off. ai large
order of french fries comes with your Spartan burger.
So come on in and give yourself a treat. ’fry an
’Italian’ burger today. Don’t forget our eons enient
take home service.

trip.
American Society of Chil Engineers, 7:30 p.m. E247. Biln.::.
guest speaker from Underwriters
Laboratories, with a film presentation on "Fire Protection for
Structures." Everyone welcome.
Refreshments.
Theta. Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m., JC
conference room. Formal pledge
ecture. All pledges must attend.

FRIDAY (Oet. 18)
Mattel, Inc., To)inakers. Majors,
IE Ind. Tech.
, Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
1 Majors, I3S BA. MS MA, Bus.
Admin., Engl.., Physics, Math.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
1Women Majors, BS, MS.
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Majors, BS/MS, EE. IE, ME, Math,

Wednesday, Oeober 16. 19AR

...-...-_,-...y1

Job Interviews

Fraternity Holds
Barbecue Today

nAn,v

Spartan Daily Classifieds
HELP WANTED 141

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
aecording to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montgomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.
SARATOGA FAMILY needs student to
exchange room & board for pert-tims
baby sitting. Call 354-3827.
MODELS for Sparta Life Magazine. See
Dick Bacon at JCI 17 1:30 to 3:30
daily.
CAMERMAN needed to shoot 16 mm.
short student film. 2 days’ work. Call
286-5746.

GIVE US YOUR PUPPIES and kittens
end we wiil find ti".0171 GI good home.
Phone 272.2398. (Up to 3/mo. old).
ORGANIST & LEAD GUITAR wanted
for the Jaguars. Must be experienced
in Hard Rock. must sing. Call Barry at
257-1600 or 287.2651.
LOCAL LITERARY REVIEW needs
manuscripts. Poetry. fiction. topiLel
say, Send S.A.S.E. to ANOMALY. 370
S. 20th St., Sell Jose or contact Ken
Doi,ohue. editor. 297-7474 eves.
DUE TO OCTOBERFEST end Ski Swap,
Ski Club Ice Skating Trip will be this
Friday 7:00 P.M., 4th & San Carlos.
DISHWASHERS WANTED, 5 nights a
week, contact Jerry Talburt, 148 S
I 1th St. 297-9976.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
NEED ROCK OR FOLK group to play
at Airline party Oct. 25th. Contact
’65 TR-4, Immaculate, wirewheels, many Chuck
Banfe,
Air
West Airlines
extras, green. Must sell this week. $1800. 243-8040.
Jim Martin at 294-6019.
CHINESE WAITERS - Busboys wanted.
1960 RAMBLER American. $125. Call Waikiki village. 15466 San Jose - Los
377-4665.
Gatos Rd. Call 356-9164.
’40 VOLKSWAGEN w/sunroof, runs
COLLEGE GIRLS PART-TIME
good. needs work. $300. 286-3099.
Office openings in San Jose. Need
’67 YAMAHA 305cc, 29.5 HP. 100 evenings. Pleasant work. No experience
M.P.H., 5 speed, only 2500 mi. Make necessary. $2 per hour to start. Ca’l
offer. call 248-8635 or 286-1357.
287-6771
Bell
19-68 KAWASAKI 120cc. $350
MALE AND FEMALE
Mag Helmet - 7 1/8. Call now at
53.25 per hour
354-6170 after 6:00 p.m.
After short train rg pariod. Hours flexiOLDS ’65 CUTLASS F.85. Ex. cond. ble. Servicing customers in San Jose.
Stk., ps.. r/h, ww, original owner. $1850. Requirements: Neat appearance, car
Gall 286-9925.
& phone. Fuller Brush Co. Mr. Osborne,
’65 A. H. SPRITE. Excellent cond. Must 264-0699.
evenings.
241-4748
Call
sell.
RIDE OPERATORS weekend and Noll.
’62 SPRITE, $300. Needs valve job. Call day Work. Apply n person - Frontier
Pat. 287.5186.
’63 TR4, Redials, new interior and car HOUSEMAN for boarding home for
pots, forced to sell, sacrifice. $1295. aoed. Board and room, small salary. 11
Call 241-4767.
p.m. to 9 a.m. 295.1748.
’68 MUSTANG Fastback. White, auto,
P. steering. disc brakes, 289, 50,000 mi. FUN -LOVING PEOPLE wanted for SJS
Ski Club Ice Skating Trip this Fri. 7:00
wart. $2600. Terry 287-2486.
p.m, 4
& San Carlos.
ft-SPEED FALCON SPRINT. 2 dr. ht.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
260-V8. new shocks and brakes, r/h.
GALS - - - GUYS
Doesn’t run like a Falcon. Call after
Inside work in our office. No typing
6. 297-2657.
necessary.
Pleasant personality required.
1959 CHEVY. Good engine. $100 or
Hours arranged to fit your schedule.
best offer. 4 door, Call 245-2893.
Salary. 29P-4479.
BULTACO ’67 Camper& I75cc. Mint
cond. many extras, low miles. Asking
$4’5, Stephen 295-3878.
’58 VW BUS. Good condition. Built in
.1 it nets. $575. 297-6696.
5
i ’37 HARLEY, with ’47 rebuilt engine.
Beat,’
restored, runs perfectly.
5895 C.-, 298.7944.
1967 HONDA 305 Superhawk. Looks
1-,s’ like new. $525. Call Tom
’
,indy at 264-4347.
1956 FORD WAGON. V8, Auto, Power
Steering, & Brakes. $125, phone 2977508 eves.
’64 MG8, sharp. wire wheels, good tires,
white. Must sell Quick!!! Make offer.
Call 248.4227.
1958 OPEL. $200 or best offer. Call
after 5:30 P.M. at 298.4440.
TIRED OF MAKING that long walk?
Honda 160 cherry cond.iLots of chrome.
$399 incl. helmet. Call 296-7925. Ask
for Jim.

HASHERS NEEDED NOW. Breakfast,
Lunch, Dinner. Inquire D.S.P. Fraternity.
124 S. I I th St. 297-9957.
HOUSING IS)

LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: Gentle sm. gray striped fem.
cat with collar near 4th and Reed. Fond
of her! Please call 297-9164.
LOST: Tortoise Shell Kitten near 7th and
Reed on Saturday nits Oct. 5th. Please
call 287-5029. Generous reward.
FOUND:. Pekinese/Cocker mix. Answers
to Skipper. Found Thurs. eve on 9th.
Call 287.3631.
LOST: Large Gold aye! faced woman’s
watch. Hes olive green leather band.
Great sentimental value. Reward. 2942922. Rm. 305. Lost in or about the
Music Building.

SR. or GRAD: Private room or rm. +
Bd. 2 blocks from Library. Cell Rick
at 739-7447.
DESPERATELY NEED female roommate
to share 2 bdrm. ept. 15 mins. to
State - Carpool - 259-6867 after 6.
FEM.ROOMMATE needpd to share a
rm. w/kit priv. Newly furn and painted.
419 N. 5th 293-9453.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
apartment with same. Grad. student
preferred. $35/mo. Call 297-6271.
PERSONALS (7)
MALE ROOMMATE - $60/mo. to
share one bdrm. apt. with Soph. with BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
about the diamonds? Learn about it
pool. 620 S. 9th #2 after 1:30,
before any purchase. If you like, design
ROOMS FOR RENT for males. $45/mo. your own ring. Quality diamonds at low
close to campus, quiet surroundings. prices. Contact Jim Self at 286-0904.
397 So. I Ith St.
bo YOU WANT TO DOUBLE your
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed. 2 reading speed with good comprehenbedrrn./2 bath. $57.50/mo. Call 287- sior ? Call Jim 294-8080.
5462 or 296-8396. 2 blocks from cam
MARSHA: How about joining me for
the Ski Club Ice Skating Trip Fri. Meet
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Female to share vou at 4th & San Carlos at 7:00. JOHN
with 3 others. I th Street. 286-4340.
SERVICES 181
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. Now
renting for male and females. 596 S.
OR TV FROM
STEREO
A
RENT
lOth or call 293-9877.
ESCHE’E. Free delivery, free services
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share No contract. Call 251-2598.
apt. with 2 others. $38. Come see us. TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
442 S. Sth *3. Call 298.1604.
experienced & fost. Phone 269-8674.
ROOMMATE needed for house. $47 SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experiper month - call 297-7497.
enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
WANTED: GIRL (over 21) to share 2 mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
bedrm., 2 bath luxury apt. I blk. from EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
school. $57.50/mo. 287-0742.
CLEAN, Newly painted 2 bedroom un- Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call
371-0395. San Jose.
furn. apts. Carpeting, garbage disposal
stove & refrig., drapes, laundry facil. CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
One or two children OK. 5 mins. from rings for getting engaged, married.
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
SJSC. 293.5995.
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. I
block from school. $37.50/mo. Senior or FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
Grad student. Call 292-2055.
styles. 948-178 I.
STUDIO APT. for female 1/2 block from TYPING - electric, experienced, 40c
campus. $60. Call 297-6433 before 6 per page, 10c per carbon. 266-4527.
NEW PEGGY’S . .. ANCIENT SUEDI
LEATHER FUR. Open daily 12-7 p.m.
1408 Market nr. 10th S.F. 552-0168.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS. theses. etc.
Reasonable. Will edit. All work guaranteed. 294-3772.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMOIJS

The next best thing to
being together always
Shining from your heart finger forever.
your engagement ring is a pledge
of unchanging devotion in an ever changing
world. Why not let us help you choose
the ring that speaks your love?
We are proud to be a member of the
American Gem Society -jewelers selected
for their gem knowledge and commendable
business ethics ...come see us soon.

4 /

They’re authentic 1000 virgin
wool Pendlelons, to be sure but tailored with a taper, box
pleat. hanger loop, button-down
collar .rti.1 bobbesl-ofl s’ettee.
onipes, the,- Gteat
In pio
S M.! .x!

To Mace
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

’61 BUICK SPECIAL V.8, stick, red,
62.000 miles. Good condition. $495.
598 S. 9th #8 after 6 P.M.

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

MORTO

ALWAYS VIRGIN WOOL
-41

GE OLOGISTS

Martinez

wear
First and San Carlos
San Jose
men’s

625 IOWN I COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN leg
625 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

2411156

ealid

HAIRCUTS $1.00. San Jose Barber Gel.
lege, 145 West Sante Clare St. San
Jose.
TYPING. Thesis, term paper, etc. IBM
Selectric, pica. Experienced Journalism
Graduate. 264-3059.
HEADS: beautify your ears with earrings from Blind Piolot Metalcrafts. 74
E. San Fernando.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244.6581,

1/14.Sid
Jit.ot

Yolanda
Pablo Canas
featuring Ana Martinez
with Para de Malaya guitarist
Every Wednesday at 9:00 P.M.

THE NEW TANGENT
117 University Palo Alto
Info. & Res. 3254188 Minors Welcome

Juan

FOR SALE 13)
2000 WATT TRANSMITTER. Weighs
about 800 lbs. Complete with extra
carts. 5 crystals. Coll 296-3644 eve DRUMS complete with cymbal, high
net, small tom, floor tom, base &
-ere Call Pete. 292-7865 evenings.
HEAD MASTERS SKIS. 215 cm. Grand
s Toe. $60 00. Good condition. Call
287 0741.

’A* Ru61-I CAPTAIN, NEL5ON, IM 915,4APPOPtTEP_IN YOU! Al YOU
WELL KNOW, MY FATHER- WAS A SIGMA F141 NUTIIING AND 1 AM A
GNA PHI NOTHING & I HAP EXPECTEDMY BOY TOR A 5t6NA PHI
INS. IT bEenw_yfAr,51-17.0146E "THAT YOU DIDN’T GEr MY WIRES
AND LETTERS MO E5PECIALI:1 THAT THE PLEASE CLASS IS FILLED.
ON Y)4’ fiRST HOuR Cf114’ FIRST PAYOF 1416141N6r faRTWEANatr-"

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three fines
One day

3
4
5
6

Ono

day

lines -TN2.00
lines
2.0lines
3.00
lin*,

Add this
amount for
each additional line

.,..

-ov

Two days

Three days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

-EH
2.75
3.25
3:75

.50

.50

0 Help Wanted (4)
Houshm (5)

Phone 294-6414. Er+. 2465

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Five days

----Eirl-1-.-9-0-3-.-0---3.90

2.50
3.00-3.50
4.00

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
a Automotive (2)
0 For Saks (3)

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

0 Porsonsis (7)
0 SeMcse (8)

0 Loot and Found OD 0 Troosoods000.01)

Print Name

Fey

Address

Enclosed Is $

Clty

Di

Phone

IOW CHECK, MONEY OROER, OR CJLIII TO: SPARTMI DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 1011E, CALIF.
95114
Phase elleet 2 days alter piecing IV el to ppm.

